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Abstract�Task speci�cation in a robotized assembly context
is a complex process leading from the verbalized goal of the
assembly via the subsequent abstractions, each on lower level of
detail, down to the robotized cell program realizing the posed
goal. This process is error-prone on one hand and knowledge-
intensive on the other, giving occupation to a number of
specialists but precluding many small and medium enterprises
from robotizing their production.

This paper presents an approach to automatize parts of this
process, offering a set of knowledge-based tools and techniques
to simplify the task speci�cation and guide the user on the way
to the �nal robot program.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a multitude of task description formalisms that are

adapted to their intended domain of application. In case of

discrete processes one usually employs some variant of state

transition systems to describe the consecutive steps of the

production, however, abstracting away the continuous aspects

of the process. In case of purely continuously-describable

phenomena some equational form, be it algebraic or differen-

tial equation systems, is usually a typical language. However,

this kind of description usually abstracts away the control

aspects, error handling, initialization and calibration, etc. One

common way of merging the two kinds of descriptions and

models are hybrid automata, allowing one to speak both

about the discrete-event aspects of a process, as well as

its continuous phenomena occurring between the discrete

transitions among modes of operation.

Irrespectively of the modeling language used and the

level of abstraction assumed, the way to the robot control

program is still very long. In order to properly specify an

assembly task (our domain of interest, although we expect

our approach to be naturally extensible to other domains

of robotized production as well) one needs to specify all

involved workpieces, the geometrical environment in which

the production takes place, the involved hardware and soft-

ware, their interconnections and dependencies, and many

other details relevant for a particular task. For each aspect

of this speci�cation either a separate language and mod-

eling methodology needs to be used, with the unavoidable

problems on the language borders, or a closed tool, usually
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provided by a concrete robot manufacturer and supporting

only speci�c brand of hardware, may help in overcoming

some of the barriers, but severely limiting portability and

extendability.

In this paper we present an attempt to lower some of the

barriers mentioned above. Our approach is based on declar-

ative, compositional representations that extend the model-

driven engineering (MDE) towards what we would like to

call knowledge-driven engineering (KDE) in the rest of this

text. We adopt the semantic web methodology to express

knowledge about manufacturing in a machine-understandable

manner. The main contribution of the reported work is a

methodology combining the complete work�ow, beginning

with task speci�cation and ending in an executable robot

program, in a clear, declarative and compositional way.

The rest of this paper is divided as follows: �rst we present

a number of related works focusing on task representation

formalisms. Then we describe our domain of interest, i.e. the

robotized assembly. The next section introduces the ontolo-

gies we developed for declarative knowledge representation

about manufacturing. The following section presents the

actual domain-speci�c languages used at various level of

modeling abstraction. Finally we present the results obtained

so far. We conclude with some suggestions for further work.

II. RELATED WORK

Task representation has been an important area for the

domain of robotics, in particular for autonomous robots

research. The very �rst approaches were based on logic as

a universal language for representation. A good overview of

the early work can be found in [5]. The �rst autonomous

robot, SHAKEY, exploited this approach to the extreme: its

planning system STRIPS, its plan execution and monitoring

system PLANEX and its learning component (Triangle ta-

bles) were all based on �rst order logic and deduction [1].

This way of thought continued, leading to such efforts as

�Naive physics� by Patrick Hayes (see [5]) or �Physics

for Robots� [14]. This development stopped because of the

insuf�cient computing power available at that time, but has

recently received much attention in the wider context of

semantic web. The planning techniques have also advanced

much and may be used nowadays for cases of substantial

complexity [7], although generic automation problems are

usually still beyond this limit.

Later, mixed architectures begun to emerge, with a reason-

ing layer on the top, reactive layer in the bottom, and some

synchronisation mechanism, realized in various disguises, in

the middle. This approach to building autonomous robots is



prevalent nowadays [2], where researchers try to �nd an ap-

propriate interface between abstract, declarative description

needed for any kind of reasoning and procedural one needed

for control. The problem remains open until today, only its

complexity (or the complexity of solutions) grows with time

and available computing power.

Task description in industrial robotics setting comes also

in form of hierarchical representation and control, but the

languages used are much more limited (and thus more

amenable to effective implementation). There exist a num-

ber of standardized approaches, based e.g. on IEC 61131

standards [11] devised for programmable logic controllers,

or proprietary solutions provided by robot manufacturers,

however, to a large extent the solutions are incompatible with

each other. EU projects like RoSta1 are attempts to change

this situation.

At the theory level all the approaches combining contin-

uous and discrete formalisms may be considered variants or

extensions of hybrid systems [8], possibly hierarchical. Hy-

brid control architectures allow to some extent separation of

concerns, where the continuous and real-time phenomena are

handled in their part of the system, while the discrete aspects

are treated by appropriate discrete tools. Our earlier work

attempted at declaratively specifying such hybrid systems,

but was limited to knowledge-based con�guration [9].

Task descriptions come in different disguises, depending

on the context, application domain, level of abstraction con-

sidered, tools available, etc. Usually tasks are composed out

of skills, understood as capabilities of available devices [4],

but the way of �nding appropriate composition varies heav-

ily, from manual sequencing in many work�ows, via AI-

in�uenced task planning [7], hybrid automata development

tools [8], Statecharts [10] and Sequential Function Charts

(SFCs) [11], iTaSC speci�cations [6], to development of

monolithic programs in concrete robot programming lan-

guages, like e.g. RAPID [13].

III. ASSEMBLY TASKS

Our domain of interest is assembly, i.e. such manipulation

of objects (workpieces) that creates compound objects from

simpler ones. An example of such task is presented in Fig. 1

in the form of an assembly graph specifying a number of

assembly operations (AOs).

Normally, a number of skills (unit task realisations) are

used to perform such complex assembly, beginning with raw

workpieces, proceeding via assembly operations (primitives

for the above representation) into a complete product. On

the topmost level we deal with discrete assembly operations.

However, each one requires a complex skill (consisting of

movement and possibly an associated perception action)

to complete its objective. This in turn requires usually a

complex program, normally expressed as set of states with

properly guarded transitions, where each state corresponds

to a continuous transformation of the scene (movement). For

our example, the AO:4 from Fig. 1 consists of a snapping

1www.robot-standards.org

Fig. 1. Assembly graph for stop-button enclosure assembly.

Fig. 2. Snapping the breaker into the box (AO:4).

insertion of the breaker into the plastic shell (see Fig. 2) that

is modeled as a sequential function chart (SFC), see Fig. 3)

which in turn is realized by a statechart running as part of

the robot controller.

IV. SEMANTIC KNOWLEDGE

In order to support task-level programming on all the

levels of detail presented above, we have introduced a set

of ontologies specifying our domain of discourse. First,

we use a skills-and-devices ontology developed in Rosetta

project [4], [3] (see Fig. 4), describing devices-skills rela-

tions. It is, in its turn, exploiting QUDT (quantities, units,

dimensions, types) ontology2 with quantities and units. On

top of it we have created a parameterization ontology,

2http://www.qudt.org



Fig. 3. Snap-�t operation (AO:4) modeled as a Sequential Function Chart.

speci�c for the particular engineering tool used (ABB Robot

Studio3). Besides, we have built a generic graph ontology

and its specialization, transition systems ontology, specifying

(discrete) behaviors and a number of their representations:

(Sequential Function Charts of IEC61131 [11], Intermediate

Modelling Language IML 4, Statecharts [12]).

The ontologies allow us to semantically represent concepts

belonging to almost all involved representations, as illus-

trated in Fig. 5. The assembly graph, referring itself to the

workpieces represented in the scene graph as objects with

a given geometry, is transformed into a constraint graph (in

case of assembly it usually describes various foreseen contact

con�gurations) which in turn can be mapped into an Finite

State Machine (FSM) representation of the task. Each state of

the FSM is associated with an iTaSC representation, while a

set of states, corresponding to a complete skill (i.e. the snap-

�t assembly operation) may be treated as a parameterized

program/template, with some yet unspeci�ed error conditions

to be �lled in later.

This way we are prepared to translate between the rep-

resentations involved if such a need arises. In particular, in

case of porting task descriptions from one hardware setup to

another, like when exchanging the robot used for the task,

semantic representation of the involved operations proves

necessary for ensuring generality of our solution.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system we have created, shown in Fig. 6, consists of

the central knowledge base, named Knowledge Integration

3http://www.abb.com/product/seitp327/-

78fb236cae7e605dc1256f1e002a892c.aspx
4http://www.automationml.org

Fig. 4. A fragment of the devices-and-skills ontology.

Framework (KIF), and communicating with modern GUI-

based tools used for programming robot assembly tasks

(like e.g. ABB Robot Studion or KUKA WorkVisual), with

the available data sources useful for learning, like log data

or foreign ontologies available via WWW for robots, and

with the actual system controllers for downloading and

supervising the code execution.

The user creates a generic task description using the

engineering tool, beginning with the assembly graph, which

is stored in KIF in the RDF format, obeying the rules

imposed by our ontologies. Then the assembly graph gets

transformed into a constraint graph and ultimately into

activity graph, possibly interacting with the user in case when

some knowledge about the task decomposition into skills

is missing. Then the activity graph (an SFC in one of our

realizations, an rFSM in another) gets compiled into robot

program and uploaded to the robot controller.

While executing the task, the declarative representation is

used for monitoring and error recovery. E.g. it is possible

to modify parameters of skill-implementing procedures, or

to introduce additional guard steps for evaluating step pre-

conditions, before resuming task execution after necessary

recovery.

VI. RESULTS

The solution has been presented as a part of the ROSETTA

project demonstrator at AUTOMATICA 2012 fair. Since

then we have experimented with portability of the task,

successfully transferring task descriptions from one hardware

setup (based on the ABB robot Frida) to another (based on
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ABB robot iRB-120), after necessary reparameterization. It

should be noted that declarativeness of the task speci�cation

lets an unexperienced user manipulate the robot skills with

relative ease.

Recently we have also experimented with transferring task

speci�cations from ABB-hardware-based stations to KUKA-

robot-based ones. Of course, this requires the hardware and

vendor-speci�c knowledge to be available in the system, but

the task-level description remains the same. This illustrates

the power of declarative skill representation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Although we are very satis�ed by the results we have

achieved so far, namely portable task speci�cations based on

semantically rich declarative representations, a lot remains to

be done. One major task is to �ll in the knowledge base with

actual assembly knowledge, spanning the whole spectrum

of possible applications. Although this task will never be

�nished, the acceptance for our approach among end users

depends on availability of somewhat complete skill library,

useful in practice. One possible way towards this end will be

a world wide web of robot-knowledge, created by robots, for

robots and understandable by robots. This is why semantics

is important, otherwise this goal would never be realizable.
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